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After the sailing camp owner's suicide, eight teens find they have a boat to themselves. The 68 days

of summer remaining are full of memorable events: encounters with wildlife and people, yacht races,

pirate raids, a near fatal hunt for treasure, onboard parties, romance, and a call to heroism.

Underlying the tale of adventures, however, is a subtle yet powerful story of awakening, of teens on

the cusp of adulthood. They get to know that gap between who they are and who they want to be by

experiencing tests of physical, emotional, and mental limits. A stirring debut, this novel examines

issues of late adolescence with authenticity that will speak to YA readers.
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Thought this was an adult book but realized early on that it's really a teen adventure story. Not great

prose. Only the very gullible would believe its premise that teenagers would be able to sail a large

ship with no previous sailing experience.Just ok.

(Hum to the tune of 'Gilligan's Isle')Just sit right back and I'll tell a tale, a tale of a pitiful ship, that

started from a East Coast port aboard a sailing ship.The mates were eight scurvy teens,the captain,

a sadistic fool, 8 teens set sail that day for a three month tour, a three month tour.The captain

started getting sloshed, the sailing crew jumped ship. If not for the ignorance of the inept teens, the

story would be lost, the story would be lost.With Jess,Billfi,Dawn,Crystal and a bunch of others to

fake to name,all stuck on the DreadNought.Now this is the tale of the inept teens and a book that



lasts too long,they'll have to make the best of thingsbut it's an uphill climb.The boring plot and poor

character development did their very best to make sureI will never read this author again or

recommend it to my friends, recommend it to my friends.No plot, no action, no interesting

dialoguenot a single luxuryNot nearly as good as Robinson Crusoe, it's a primitive a tale as can

be.So don't read this book, it's real waste of time, save yourself the trouble.It's not worth a grin or

even a smirk, this tale of 68 Knots, this tale of 68 Knots.Seriously, writing this review was more

enjoyable than one single moment of reading this book, this shipwreck of a story.

This is a perfect read for the summer, and it will have you feeling as if you are right alongside these

eight teens as they sail away their summer. Arthur, Dawn, Joy, Jesse, Bill, Marietta, Crystal, and

Logan all came together for a common goal, but each of them were still so different. This book has

something for everyone. Filled with romance, adventure, mystery, and life lessons, 68 Knots will

appeal to teens of all ages. I recommend it for teens fourteen and up, as this book does contain

some mature content.I really enjoyed how each teen had a story to tell. Some of them shared early

on, while others only fed small tidbits to those they felt closest to. In the end though, these eight

teens would be friends for life and would do anything for each other. How do you go through what

they did, and not stay friends? Each had diverse backgrounds, but as the story progressed, I would

learn a little bit more about what lives each of them came from. They might all be from different

worlds, but in the end, all they wanted was to have the summer of their lives.It was also so much fun

to read about the trouble that these guys got into! I was shocked, with my mouth hanging open, by

what they did at times. What can you expect from eight teens that have the summer all to

themselves though? Whether it was stealing lobsters from lobster traps, going skinny dipping in the

ocean, or searching for lost treasure, they were always up for trying new things. However, this

summer wasn't all fun and games for them, as they still had to face serious consequences when

they arrived home.The title, 68 Knots, holds a great deal of significance in the story as well. In the

beginning, Arthur, who appoints himself as captain, cuts and hangs sixty-eight knots of rope in the

cabin. Each knot stands for the days they have left till their time on the Dreadnought must come to

an end. As each day passes, Arthur undoes a knot, counting down to the last one. It was interesting

to see how the teens grew over the course of their trip. With each passing knot, Arthur, Dawn, Joy,

Jesse, Bill, Marietta, Crystal, and Logan all slowly developed and truly found themselves. By the

time they came back home, they were different people.The story of 68 Knots was a bit hard to

believe in the beginning. After Captain McKinley commits suicide, the teens are on their own. Well, it

was all a bit hard to grasp at first. I think that if things were taken a bit more slowly, then it would



have given me some more time to adjust to all that was going on. However, it was also nice to be

plunged right into the story, and forced to feel just as confused and lost as they did.68 Knots is a

thrilling tale of eight teens' adventure of a lifetime, which turns into much more than that. A

wonderful standalone novel that will have you wondering what you can make out of life. Join Arthur,

Dawn, Joy, Jesse, Bill, Marietta, Crystal, and Logan as they set out to have the summer of their

lives in, 68 Knots!-This is T.B. with Another Book Back on the Shelf...Until Next Time, Keep

Reading!

Eight teenagers are ready for the summer of a lifetime - as part of a Leadership Cruise on board the

schooner Dreadnought. But when the camp owner commits suicide just a few days into the cruise,

rather than go back home, the teens decide to take charge of the ship themselves. They tie knots

into a piece of rope, one knot for each day of summer remaining, and then set off to enjoy their 68

days of freedom.The journey is not always easy, and they face many challenges along the way -

including struggles for leadership, failed romances, storms, desertions, damages to the ship, and

diminishing food supplies. But it's not all difficult, and they manage to have several fun adventures

as well, such as trying to rescue a whale, searching for buried treasure, raiding yachts, racing other

boats, and going hunting for seals.The teens may not have had the summer experience they were

expecting, but they are all undoubtedly changed by their time aboard the Dreadnought, as new

friendships and relationships are formed, and they all begin to question their own futures.68 KNOTS

is a very fun read, and I really enjoyed it. The characters are interesting and diverse (although a

couple of them have rather annoying habits), and the book is full of great details about sailing a

ship. Even though the crew of the Dreadnought gets into some pretty sticky situations, anyone who

reads this is bound to want to go out and experience the same summer at sea as these kids - I

know I do!Reviewed by: Andie Z.

An exciting adventure including life lessons, drama - and sailing! We have purchased a number of

copies to donate to the youth sailing league at our yacht club. A wonderful addition to any young

adult's library.

I am an avid reader, not to mention being one of those people who have to finish what they start. So

saying, I could not finish this book. I really enjoy sailing and so this seemed like a really cool book, it

was not. I pushed about half way through and then literally could not finish it. The main character

annoyed me so much I wanted to pull my hair out. He thought of himself as a great leader and yet



could only think about himself. If you are determined to read this book, check it out from the library.
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